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VIDEOPHONE 2 WIRE SYSTEM: ( UK BRAND InteligentHome)

Solid metal facia or White colour monitors. 3.5 inches Digital screen. Full Duplex. Handsfree. Colour
♦ Dimensions: W105 x H220 x D20mm ♦ OSD (on screen) menu selection: adjust volume, colour,
brightness, scene mode, change ringtone and so on ♦ Display Resolution: 320(RGB) x 240 pixels ♦ Video
Signal: 1Vp-p, 75Ω , CCIR Standard ♦ Power Supply: DC 24V ♦ Power Consumption: Standby 2W, Working
State 5W ♦ Monitor Time: 40 Seconds ♦ Talking Time: 90 Seconds ♦ Loud speaker ♦ 15 different
ringtones ♦ Allows you to check outside and talk to people outside at any time you wish to, even if no
one rings the bell ♦ Intercom function among all monitors in one flat/apt ♦ solid metal facia ♦ Mounting
type: surface mount ♦ Wiring: 2 Wire, non-polarity
Model 592 with 2 buttons

♦ Made of Stainless Steel ♦ Dimensions: W90 x H175 x D25mm. ♦ Surface mount comes with rain cover ♦
Connects directly to up to two electric or electro-magnetic locks ♦ Camera: 1/3" Sony CCD ♦ Resolution:
420 TV lines ♦ Video signal: 75V 1Vp-p ♦ Viewing angle: 76° field of view- camera angle slightly
adjustable ♦ Min. illumination: 1.2 Lux ♦ Night vision with 6 white light LED ♦ Power consumption:
150mA ♦ Environment Temperature: -10 to +40C ♦ Humidity: 45% to95%
PS4+DPS or PS5+DPS Combined Power Supply?
♦ PS4+DPS can power Two monitors and ONE doorbell. If system contains more than 2 video monitors,
please pick bigger power supply PS5+DPS
♦ PS5+DPS combined power supply can power up to 16 monitors and 4 doorbells.
♦ Star connection requires DBC-4 device. Daisy chain connection requires PS5+DPS only (no DBC-4)
♦This system transmits video and audio through the power cable. No other cable is required.
♦ The best video quality with 0.5-2mm twisted cable to ensure the video signal is strong.
♦ Minimum requirements 0.5mm twisted pair cable.
♦ For connection distances up to 150 metres between doorbell camera and power supply and another
150m between power supply and monitors.

ADD ON :
♦ DBC-4 Distributor - you will need one of these for each FOUR monitors if you want to connect
monitors in star connection rather than daisy chain.
♦ DCU CCTV Interface - you will need one of these for each TWO CCTV cameras you want to add to the
system. Maximum of three per system (six CCTV cameras).
♦ Standalone Proximity Reader - with this device you can have keyless entry to your house. You need an
access key fob or key card to enter. You place the key fob or card in front of the reader, and it opens the
lock
♦ Standalone Keypad - with this device you can have keyless entry to your house. You need a pin code
(four numbers) to enter. Up to 250 people can have their own pin code.
♦ CCTV cameras - industry standard CCTV cameras allow you to monitor your property. Up to six per
system supported.
♦ Door Strikes and Bolt Locks - electric locks which you can open via your monitor for ease and security
♦ Exit Buttons - You will need one of these inside your property if you have an electric lock
♦ Key Fobs and Proximity Reader Cards - you will only need these if the number of fobs or cards you
need exceeds the ones which come by default with your system

Villa Application

The system is 2 Wire videophone system for Villa’s and Building
1. With only 2 wires (no polarity) throughout the whole installation, the 2 -wire system is a
simplified installation system with minimum wiring and powerful features.
2. The minimum wiring drastically reduces installation times and errors. By means of FM video
modulation and ASK data transmission technology, system provides better protection against
interference, which guarantees best color quality at all points of the installation.
3. Centralized power supply for the entire system. With advanced power management, the whole
system use only one power supply.
4. Use Plug -in connectors and DIP switchers for rapid installation.
5. Flexible cable connection to wire, support in -out, branching and mixed mode.
6. Multi Monitors for one apartment/house in same User Code, and automatically switching the
video, what is more, all types of two wires monitors and door stations are compatible each
other.
7. Except for traditional dual talking, selective intercom (point to point) as a unique advantage for
room-room talking.
8. Proximity access control function, max. 1000 user ID cards.
9. Online searching and diagnose function for installer, and using PC to some subsidiary
programming and services.

Please check video’s on this link:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIj2kz-bTNA&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoZOZXdK2Ys&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4VB1abhG2w&feature=plcp
http://www. youtube.com/watch?v=86CFjlhfISo&feature=plcp

OTHER MODELS FOR BUILDING ( Up to 32 apartment)

Apartment

Application

up to 32 appartment
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